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General Information

The late 1990’s saw the emergence of e-Learning. Many schools and institutes have embarked on campus wide initiatives which until Web 2.0 becoming pervasive, was largely content-driven and technology enhanced pedagogy. With the blended learning model becoming better understood and now, participative learning become meaningful with the changing profile of our Gen Y students on campus and online, the education model undergoes a re-think, an un-learn and re-invention. In the learner-centric environment, content and the educator become facilitative channels, platforms and systems. Students become content co-creators in a primary environment of collaboration, feedback and participation.

The conference theme of “we-Learning : Content, Community and Collaboration” recognises the changes – rapid and pervasive – that will have an impact in society. Education at all levels has an important role to help induct societal changes that will shape the class-room, the local economy and a new generation of global knowledge workers. Knowledge and content is a touch away. The new class-room has boundaries beyond its walls. Learning is everywhere and anywhere. Through networks and the Internet, people and resources are linked together. Learning will be “anywhere, any time on any device with everybody”. There will be a paradigm shift from e-Learning to we-Learning.

Conference Theme

**we-Learning : Content, Community and Collaboration**

Conference Date and Location

Date : 1 – 4 October 2013
Location : Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Topics of interest to this international event include, but are not limited to the following:

- Social learning
- Participative learning
- Design thinking and its application
- E-learning theory, design, and practice
- Learning design (theory and practice)
- Games and gamification in education and training
- Mobile learning applications
- Visual and media literacy
- Technology and social justice
- Distance education and online environments
- Educational media production and distribution
- Research and evaluation methods in educational technology
- Professional development, teacher education and lifelong learning
- Social media and open content sharing
- Creative Teaching and Learning Models
- Future of Higher Education

We encourage the submission of a variety of papers and works including but not limited to position papers, empirical research, case studies, classroom implementations, case studies with applications of educational technology, theoretical discussions, and critical reviews of literature.

Abstract Submission Guidelines

- The abstract should include a brief introduction, research questions, research design and methods, and (expected) results in no more than 500 words (approximately 1-2 pages, single spaced).
- Submit your abstract as an email attachment to icem2013@ntu.edu.sg.
- Acceptance notification will be sent by 30 June 2013. Final camera ready papers are due on 15 August 2013.